Atascosa Wildlife Supply, Inc. manufactures a wide range of wildlife ranching products. We use heavy, high quality materials to stand up to the most extreme conditions. Our products are well known for their durability and quality. Our experience, knowledge and quality separate us from others.

QUESTIONS?
1-830-769-9711
awsblinds.com
Come by our retail location in Jourdanton, TX or visit one of our many dealers (listed on our website) to see first hand the quality of products we produce. Our retail location also carries a wide variety of products you may need for your outdoor experience. Come and visit with us!

1204 ZANDERSON AVE
JOURDANTON, TX 78026
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WE SHIP ANYWHERE IN THE USA!

600lb TURKEY FEEDER
600lb TURKEY FEEDER W/ FLIGHT DECK
200lb HD QUAIL/TURKEY FEEDER

(ALSO AVAILABLE IN 600lb)

TO ORDER OR FOR A DEALER NEAR YOU CALL (830) 769-9711
VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT www.awsblinds.com
MINI BULK BIN
3000lb MINI FEED BIN

HUNTING IS SAFE & COMFORTABLE IN AN ATASCOSA BLIND

The Atascosa Blind® manufactured by Atascosa Wildlife Supply, Inc. is available from ground level to 20’ tower models. Box sizes include: 5x5, 5x7, 5x9, 10x10 and any other customer size requested. Our towers are built very stable with heavy angle iron construction and all staircases are built with two handrails for safety. The AWS paneling process is double walled with 26 gauge galvanized metal and styrofoam to provide insulation.

The Atascosa Blind® is designed to stand up to weather conditions such as high wind. For those that wish to transport easily, trailer models are available. The Atascosa Blind® provides a safe, secure and comfortable platform for observing wildlife. The Atascosa Blind is the last blind you will ever buy because it is built to last a lifetime.

ROAD FEEDERS

2 TON ROAD FEEDER 1 TON ROAD FEEDER

5’ x 7’ - 16’ ATASCOSA BLIND® 5’ x 5’ - 4’ ATASCOSA BLIND® 5’ x 9’ - 10’ ATASCOSA BUSHLAN BLIND®

(Also available in 5’ x 5’ & 5’ x 9’)
(Also available in 5’ x 7’ & 5’ x 9’)
(Also available in 5’ x 5’ & 5’ x 7’)

HUNTING BLINDS
BROADCAST FEEDERS

- 2000lb BROADCAST FEEDER W/ HEAVY CAGE, SKIDS & PLATFORM
- 3000lb QUIK CONNECT, BROADCAST FEEDER W/ HD CAGE
- 1000lb BROADCAST FEEDER W/ FILL PLATFORM
- 2000lb QUIK CONNECT BROADCAST FEEDER W/ SKIDS & HD CAGE
- 600lb BUSHLAN EZ FILL BROADCAST FEEDER
- 1000lb EZ FILL BROADCAST FEEDER

HUNTING BLIND OPTIONS

- 5’x9’ ATASCOSA BUSHLAN WHEELCHAIR TRAILER BLIND
- 5’x5’ - 4’ ATASCOSA BUSHLAN BLIND®
- 5’x5’ - 10’ ATASCOSA BUSHLAN BLIND®

- AWNINGS
- AC HEATING
- CARPET ON WALLS
- CUSTOM PAINT COLORS
- BUSHLAN CAMOUFLAGE
- SHELVES UNDER ALL WINDOWS

(Also available in 5’x5’ & 5’x7’)
(Also available in 5’x7’ & 5’x9’ & any tower heights)
(Also available in 5’x7’ & 5’x9’ & any tower heights)
The Quik Feed System® by AWS is an air driven system with no augers or conveyors that will damage feed. At up to 500 lbs per minute, the Quik Feed® is the fastest system in the industry. The Quik Feed® has a standard 25’ flexible stainless metal hose that allows the user to move freely in the field without opening feed pen gates for access to feeders. Also standard is a Honda engine with electric start. AWS manufactures bumper pull and gooseneck models in 2-10 ton capacities. Skid mount models are also available in 1.5 and 2 ton capacities. All models feature heavy torsion axles, channel frames and 10 gauge construction. For onboard weight, a digital scale system can be added. The AWS Quik Feed® is built to last a lifetime.

AWS manufactures the heaviest built overhead feed bin available. They are constructed of only prime new heavy materials to outlast any other bin on the market. AWS bins are gravity flow and feature an easy slide gate system that allows feed to be distributed with minimum damage. High quality primer and paint are used to ensure years of trouble free use. Standard sizes available include a 14 ton single and 28 ton double. Custom built bins to customer specifications are also available. Delivery and setup are available anywhere in the USA. Choose AWS for your bulk feed bin and you are sure to save time and money with our quality and experience.

**14 TON ROUND BIN**

**28 TON DOUBLE**

**28 TON SINGLE**

(Also available in 28 ton)

(Also available in 14 ton)

**Standard Options Offered**

- 10' Height Clearance
- All 10 gauge new material construction
- Double Vented
- 11" Width Clearance
- 5" Heavy pipe frame
- Easy Slide Gate System
- Large Top Doors
- Double Primer Coating
- Epoxy Inside Liner

**Popular Options Available**

- Extra allowance for height & width
- Divider in hopper (includes additional top & bottom door)
- Skids
- Permanent install